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SPCK Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Jesus and the Earth, James Jones, What was Jesus' attitude to
the earth? What, if anything, did he say about the environment?
Is there a divine 'earth-ethic' to be found in the Gospels? As the
ecological threats to the earth multiply and intensify, Christians
are turning to the pages of the Old Testament for guidance on
environmental ethics. But is wisdom about this critical issue to
be found only there? James Jones, Bishop of Liverpool, set out
to discover if his own concern for creation found any sympathy
in the teaching and example of Jesus. This book is the result of
his search. Here he argues clearly and passionately that Jesus is
the saviour not only of humanity, but also the saviour of the
planet and of the whole cosmos, which came into being through
him and for him. A series of questions is provided at the end of
each chapter to stimulate individual reflection and group
discussion. "I very much hope that this timely and insightful
book from James Jones will inspire many individual Christians
and the Church as a whole to be far more 'militant' in defence of
God's earth.'"...
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R eviews
Absolutely among the finest book We have at any time read through. We have read through and that i am sure that i
will going to read once more again later on. I found out this book from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Alfor d McClur e
I actually started reading this article ebook. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an
remarkably simple way and it is only after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, alter the way i believe.
-- Pr of. Ur iel Witting
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